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Abstract—The paper presents Improved Adaptive Arithmetic
Coding algorithm for application in future video compression
technology. The proposed solution is based on the Context-based
Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) technique and
uses the authors mechanism of symbols probability estimation
that exploits Context-Tree Weighting (CTW) technique. This
paper proposes the version of the algorithm, that allows an
arbitrary selection of depth D of context trees, when activating
the algorithm in the framework of the AVC or HEVC video
encoders. The algorithm has been tested in terms of coding
efficiency of data and its computational complexity. Results
showed, that depending on depth of context trees from 0.1% to
0.86% reduction of bitrate is achieved, when using the algorithm
in the HEVC video encoder and 0.4% to 2.3% compression gain
in the case of the AVC. The new solution increases complexity of
entropy encoder itself, however, this does not cause an increase
of the complexity of the whole video encoder.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
T the output of contemporary video encoders entropy
coding is always used. By the use of entropy coding one
is able to additionally reduce redundancy that exists in the data
that are produced by the preceding functional blocks of video
encoder. This paper concerns this stage of video encoding. In
particular, the paper focuses on methods of entropy coding
used in the newest technologies of video compression.
By the way of improvements in successive generations of
video encoders (MPEG-2, H.263, VC-1, AVS, AVC, HEVC)
the entropy coding has been also a subject of modernizations
[1]- [5]. Especially a large progress has been made in the use
of arithmetic coding in video encoders [6]. In particular, in the
course of years of research, the Context-based Adaptive Binary
Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) [7], [17] technique has been
elaborated. It has been already experimentally proven, that
coding efficiency of CABAC is superior to other competitive
solutions used in video encoders [7]. For the abovementioned
reason, the CABAC technique found practical application
firstly in Advanced Video Coding (AVC) standard (ISO/IEC
MPEG-4 AVC and ITU-T Rec. H.264) [3] and lastly in the
newest High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) technology
[4], [5], that was recently elaborated by ITU-T Video Coding
Experts Group (VCEG) and ISO/IEC Moving Pictures Experts
Group (MPEG). At the same time CABAC has set a new trend
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in entropy coding of video data and became a starting point
in most research works that were carried out in last years on
the topic of entropy compression [8]- [16], [21], [23], [24].
The CABAC algorithm realizes adaptive binary arithmetic
coding of data, but this idea is realized in a highly sophisticated manner. First of all, the algorithm processes binary,
and not m-ary, symbols of data. That is to say, it uses
binary arithmetic encoder core. Thus, in the first stage of the
algorithm the data are mapped to string of binary symbols in
a binarizer block. For this purpose many different methods of
mapping of m-ary data are used, in order to take into account
specific nature of data that is encoded in the encoder. This step
of the CABAC algorithm is just the advanced variable-length
coding of data. The resulted stream of binary symbols is in a
thoughtful way divided into smaller sub-streams (streams of
binary symbols), that gathers the data whose nature is similar
(similar in terms of data statistics). Symbols of individual substreams are then arithmetically encoded, after determining the
probability of the symbols occurrence in data stream. The
whole processing of data is realized according to the block
diagram presented in fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the original CABAC. The scope of the work has
been highlighted on the diagram.

It is commonly known, that the way of symbols probability
estimation strongly influences efficiency of the algorithm. In
the CABAC those probabilities are calculated when taking a
number of simplifying assumptions. First of all, probabilities
are calculated by the use of the Finite State Machines (FSM),
with a pre-defined, small number of different states. The states
correspond to the values of symbols probabilities, so small
number of states translates into small number of different
probabilities used in the algorithm. To be more precisely, only
64 values of probabilities for 0 symbol and 64 probabilities for
1 symbol are used in the CABAC. Secondly, although a large
number of FSMs are used in the algorithm (one FSM for each
sub-stream of data), only one, the same procedure of probabilities update is used in FSMs. Mentioned simplifications of
CABAC speed up significantly processing of data, but reduce
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at the same time the performance of data compression. This
opens the way to research on improving the efficiency of the
algorithm. Such studies are at the focus of this work.
II. ATTEMPTS OF I MPROVING THE CABAC AND M AIN
G OAL OF THIS W ORK
In the past few years a number works have been presented
which tried to omit the above-mentioned simplifications of
the CABAC [8]- [16], [21], [23], [24]. These were proposals
for different solutions in which statistics of symbols were
estimated with even greater precision than in the original
algorithm.
The authors of this paper have also carried out such works.
In their course the authors were developing two different
approaches.
The essence of the first approach was to calculate probabilities of symbols when utilizing only local statistics of data,
i.e. statistics gathered in the four, previously encoded blocks
of the image (Coding Tree Unit (CTU) - in case of HEVC
encoder), that are adjacent to the currently encoded block (see
fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Idea of symbols probabilities estimation based on statistics of local
data. In the figure, KT denotes Krichevski-Trofimov estimator, which is known
in the literature.

When implementing the idea in the framework of HEVC
CABAC (with independent estimation of statistics for each
of 173 data sub-streams), unfortunately, the efficiency of the
CABAC decreased by 4% in average. A detailed analysis
of the causes showed that amount of binary symbols that is
presened in a single block of the image (e.g. CTU in HEVC)
is too small to be able to properly evaluate the statistics of
symbols, when doing it independently for each of the 173
data sub-streams. In the case of the HEVC video compression
with a value of quantization parameter (QP) equal to 25 it
is only 200 to 1000 binary symbols, depending on the image
type and content of the test sequence.
The second approach developed by the authors exploits
Context Tree Weighting (CTW) algorithm [18]-[20], to estimate probabilities of symbols with much higher precision. This
idea has been explored by the authors for years, in details in
the framework of the AVC, and in the framework of the HEVC
video compression technologies for the selected algorithm settings [9]-[14],[24]. As it was experimentally proved, the new
mechanism of probabilities estimation developed on the basis
of CTW has a great potential when using in contemporary
video encoders.
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Today, activities are carried out towards the future video
compression technology, which is to become the successor of
the HEVC encoding. From this point of view, results obtained
for the HEVC are of special importance. In this case the
version of the improved CABAC (based on CTW) has been
considered by the authors only, in which a fixed depth of
context trees was used [14],[24]. Following conclusions of the
results obtained for AVC it was depth D = 8. In the AVC
encoder, such a setting was the best compromise between the
complexity and efficiency of the algorithm.
However, this does not have to be the case with the HEVC
video encoder. Therefore, this paper presents the new version
of the algorithm, that gives the possibility to arbitrary setting
up the depth D for context trees. The new version of the
algorithm allows a more thorough study of parameters of the
improved algorithm (like efficiency and complexity). Additionally, the paper confronts results obtained for the HEVC
encoder with those for AVC encoder.
III. P ROPOSED S OLUTION AND S PECIFIC G OALS OF THE
W ORK
This paper presents the improved version of the CABAC
algorithm. The main idea of the improvement is to replace
the original, simplified algorithm of symbols probabilities
estimation by a new method, based on CTW, that calculates
probabilities of symbols with much higher accuracy. As many
studies have shown, a more accurate estimation of the data
statistics may be a source of increasing the efficiency of
entropy coding.
The proposed method uses a binary tree, of a depth D, that
stores information about the number of 0 and 1 symbols that
appeared in the coded data stream when D previously encoded
symbols (the so-called context information) had certain values.
Thanks to the information stored in the tree, the algorithm can
determine the conditional probability of occurrence of 0 and
1 symbols under a given context (so, values of D previously
encoded symbols). Since it is not known in advance how long
the context should be to evaluate accurately the statistics of the
data, the algorithm performs specific weighing of probabilities,
achieved for different length of context. This is the main
idea of the CTW algorithm a detailed description of way of
probabilities weighting can be found in the works [18]-[20].
It is the basis of the solution presented in this work.
From the perspective of the entropy coding efficiency, the
way of adopting CTW in the entropy encoder is of great
importance. In the proposed solution, 173 context trees are
used, which replace 173 FSMs that are used in the original
CABAC technique (see fig. 3). Thus, individual context trees
provide the necessary data for the estimation of statistics
of 0 and 1 in each of the 173 independent binary streams
that are utilized in the HEVC CABAC algorithm. It must be
emphasized here that the used by the authors way of adopting
CTW in the CABAC algorithm is the most advanced among
methods that have been considered in the literature so far.
The depth D of context trees may have a significant impact
on the performance of the improved entropy encoder. Therefore, in this work, various depths D of trees are considered to
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answer the following question: how does the depth of context
trees affect parameters (like efficiency and complexity) of the
improved CABAC algorithm, when encoding the data of the
HEVC video encoder? The purpose of this work is to examine
this relationship.
A more accurate estimation of symbols statistics leads to
a much broader set of different values of probabilities than
it is the case in the original CABAC. Unfortunately, the core
of arithmetic encoder that is used in CABAC can only work
with a pre-defined limited set of quantized 128 values of probabilities. To meet the arithmetic encoder core requirements,
probabilities obtained with the use of CTW are quantized
to one of the values defined in the original CABAC. The
criterion of probability quantization is to minimize the absolute
difference between two values: probability of the original
CABAC and the one calculated with the CTW algorithm.

Fig. 3. The way of adopting the CTW technique in the proposed improved
CABAC.

IV. M ETHODOLOGY OF E XPERIMENTS
In order to thoroughly investigate the parameters of the
presented algorithm when compressing data of the latest video
encoders, the algorithm was implemented and launched in the
HM 16.6 model software of the HEVC codec. With the use
of the prepared software performance tests of the developed
method were performed, obtaining numerical values showing
compression ratio of video data and computational complexity
of the algorithm.
The parameters of the proposed algorithm were then confronted with the results of the original HM software, which
utilizes the original version of the CABAC algorithm. The
original HEVC encoder was therefore the reference point to
the results obtained for the new method.
Parameters of both encoders were measured by compressing
a set of high resolution test video sequences. The study was
conducted using well-known test sequences: BasketballDrive,
BQTerrace, Cactus, Kimono1, ParkScene. These sequences
have been recommended by the ISO/IEC MPEG and ITU-T
VCEG expert groups as appropriate testing material for studies
on new technologies of video coding.
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During experiments, both the encoders, the modified and
the reference, were configured in order to use the compression
tools listed in the ”common test conditions” recommendation
[25]. In particular, the video coding scenario was assumed,
which was oriented towards achieving very high compression
efficiency of a video data. According to the cited recommendation, the single experiment involved 4 times compression
of each test sequence, each time setting up different value of
quantization parameter QP (QP = 22, 27, 32, 37). The resulting
4 measurement points were later compared to the 4 points
achieved for the original HEVC encoder using a commonly
used in the field of video compression Bjontegaard metric
(known as BD-rate) [22]. For each single experiment (comprising encoding for QP = 22, 27, 32, 37), this metric compares
the two encoders in terms of average bitrate reduction based
on the four Rate-Distortion points. Computational complexity
of the algorithms is measured by the time of their execution
on a processor of the computer.
The extended version of the improved CABAC presented
in this paper can work with arbitrarily defined depth of
CTW context trees. The purpose of the experiments was to
examine the influence of the depth of trees used, on selected
parameters of the algorithm, like compression efficiency and
coding complexity. Therefore, the coding of a set of test
sequences was performed many times during the test, each
time using a different depth of context trees in the improved
algorithm.
The experimental results were then the basis for determining
the optimal settings for the new encoder (which is the best
value for the depth of the context trees), which, for HEVC
technology, gives the best compromise between algorithm
efficiency and time of data processing.
V. R ESULTS OF E XPERIMENTS
A. Gain of Compression
Presented in the paper improvement indeed increases compression performance of the standard CABAC algorithm. Obtained results clearly proved that the exact degree of compression performance improvement depends strongly on depth D
of context trees.
According to the results (see Table I) , the use of ”shallow”
context trees allows for only minor improvement of data
coding efficiency. A good example of this is the depth of
trees D = 2, where performance improvements oscillate only
within 0.1%-0.5%. In order to get even better results, ”deeper”
context trees must be used. And so, increasing the depth of
trees in the range of 2 to 12 further increase of the algorithm
efficiency is observed, but this gain is very negligible. Such an
observation shows the results obtained for the following tree
depth values, i.e. for D = 4, 8, 10 and 12. For these values, the
efficiency of the algorithm was increased from 0.1% to 0.68%
in average, with respect to the results of the original CABAC
technique.
When evaluating obtained results, it should be taken into
account that achieved compression gain applies to that part of
the video encoder, where only lossless coding is realized.
The experiments also showed that the results obtained were
not identical for the individual test sequences. This is because
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VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F INAL R EMARKS

gain depends to the greatest extent on depth D of context
trees.
The smallest increase in coding efficiency was obtained for
context trees with low depth. In the case of depth D = 2 the
average increase in coding efficiency was 0.35%. Increasing
the depth of trees improves the compression results, but this
increase should be assessed as moderate.
The presented method was previously also the subject of
intensive research by the authors in the AVC encoder, a compression technology that precedes the new HEVC standard.
For the purpose of this paper efficiency of the proposed
modified CABAC algorithm has been re-examined within AVC
for the same set of test sequences considered in this paper.
Detailed results of this research were presented in Table VI.
When comparing experimental data of Tables I and VI it is
easy to notice the significant differences in the achieved gains
of data compression. These gains were significantly higher
when using the algorithm in the AVC encoder for depth D
= 8 of context trees the average gain was 1.8%, while in the
case of the HEVC it was 0.7%. The difference in compression
gains is due to two things. First of all, in the CABAC of
AVC higher number of bins is encoded in the more efficient
regular path (relative to bypass path see fig. 1). This creates
greater possibilities for bins compression. Secondly, much
more powerful image prediction tools are used in the new
HEVC codec, which results in a much smaller residual signal,
than in the case of AVC encoding. The form of this signal
is that it is very difficult to predict its values, which limits
the possibilities of its entropy compression. This is clearly
seen by comparing the results of Table IV and Table V that
represent the actual capability of the arithmetic encoder core to
compress the binary symbols. This capability is significantly
lower in the case of data in the HEVC.
Research has also revealed how difficult it is to improve
further the results of such an advanced entropy encoder as
CABAC is. It is easier to see this when realizing how strong
the symbols present at the output of a binarizer block of
CABAC are compressed in the remaining part of the algorithm.
As results of Table IV and Table V show it is a reduction
in the number of bits by 24% and 18% in average, for the
AVC and the HEVC encoder respectively! Taking into account
that the data binarizer works like a quite advanced VLC
coding, such a level of data stream reduction really deserves
recognition. These results simply show how little space is left
in the CABAC algorithm for an additional improvement of its
efficiency.
The proposed solution increases the complexity of the
entropy encoder, even several times. However, this did not
translate into the complexity of the entire video encoder. This
is due to the small contribution of entropy encoding in the total
time of the HEVC encoder. On the other hand the proposed
method increases in a visible way complexity of video decoder.

Relative to the solution used in the original CABAC the
proposed CTW-based probability estimation algorithm allows
better estimation of symbols statistics, which turn into higher
efficiency of video encoding. When coding syntax elements
of the new HEVC standard, 0.1% to 0.86% compression gain
was achieved when using the improved solution. The exact

[1] ISO/IEC 13818-2 and ITU-T Rec. H.262, Generic Coding of Moving
Pictures and Associated Audio Information Part 2: Video. (MPEG-2),
November 1994.
[2] ITU-T Rec. H.263, Video Coding for Low Bit Rate Communication,
August 2005.

the coded content also affects the results of data compression.
As it is known, the content of the sequence translates into
specific decisions of the encoder in terms of the coding modes
used for image blocks, which in turn translates into the form
of residual data that is put to entropy encoder in the final phase
of video compression.
TABLE I
B ITRATE S AVINGS WHEN U SING IN HEVC THE I MPROVED CABAC
R ELATIVE TO THE S TANDARD HEVC E NCODER WITH THE O RIGINAL
CABAC. N EGATIVE VALUES IN THE TABLE M EANS G AIN OF
C OMPRESSION .

B. Complexity of the Improved Algorithm
The higher (in relation to the reference, original algorithm)
efficiency of the improved algorithm is occupied by the
increased complexity of the data processing. In the case of the
entropy encoder alone, this is an increase in complexity even
several times. As the research results show such an increase
of the algorithm complexity does not lead to an increase in
the complexity of the entire video encoder. Detailed results
of Table II show well this conclusion. It results from the very
small complexity of the entropy encoder part in relation to the
operation time of the video encoder.
However, the situation is different in the case of a video
decoder. Here, increasing the depth of context trees by 2
increases the complexity of the video decoder by several to
dozen percent in average (see Table III). Farther, apart from
depth D, also content of encoding material affects complexity
factor. It results directly from differences of encoded data
stream bitrate, that represents the individual sequences. The
larger the data stream, the bigger contribution of entropy
decoding in the total time of video decompression. From the
point of view of CTW algorithm, the greater the depth D is,
the longer context path on a tree, along which the algorithm
calculates values of partial probabilities. Those probabilities
are then mixed together to calculate the new probability that
is put to arithmetic encoder core.
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TABLE II
R ELATIVE COMPLEXITY OF THE HEVC ENCODER WITH THE IMPROVED CABAC, WHEN COMPARED TO COMPLEXITY OF THE ORIGINAL HEVC
ENCODER ( WITH STANDARD CABAC).

TABLE III
R ELATIVE COMPLEXITY OF THE HEVC DECODER WITH THE IMPROVED CABAC, WHEN COMPARED TO COMPLEXITY OF THE ORIGINAL HEVC
DECODER ( WITH STANDARD CABAC).
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TABLE IV
R ATIO OF THE NUMBER OF BITS PRODUCED BY THE CABAC ALGORITHM TO THE NUMBER OF BINARY SYMBOLS THAT ARE PRODUCED BY THE
BINARIZER BLOCK OF CABAC ALGORITHM . R ESULTS FOR THE HEVC VIDEO ENCODER .

TABLE V
R ATIO OF THE NUMBER OF BITS PRODUCED BY THE CABAC ALGORITHM TO THE NUMBER OF BINARY SYMBOLS THAT ARE PRODUCED BY THE
BINARIZER BLOCK OF CABAC ALGORITHM . R ESULTS FOR THE AVC VIDEO ENCODER .
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TABLE VI
B ITRATE SAVINGS WHEN USING IN AVC THE IMPROVED CABAC RELATIVE TO THE STANDARD AVC ENCODER WITH THE ORIGINAL CABAC.
N EGATIVE VALUES IN THE TABLE MEANS GAIN OF COMPRESSION .

